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    Surrey Association of Woodturners                   
 

     
 

 

   Newsletter March 2018  
    Reports, News and Views from North West Surrey 
 
 

 

New Members 

Welcome to    Mr. Richard Teasdale      Member No. 757 

Welcome to    Mr. Jim Martin            Member No. 758 

Welcome to    Mr. David Wright             Member No. 759 

Welcome to    Mr. Paul Stanger             Member No. 760 

 
PAID UP MEMBERSHIPS for 2018 are 124  
(As of going to press) 

Items for the Diary 

 

8th April Axminster Basingstoke Store – Richard & Colin  Club Demonstrators 

13th April Rod Page  Professional Turner 

28th & 29th April Rural Life Centre Club Demonstration 

7th May Dapdune Wharf Club Demonstration 

11th May Martin Saban-Smith Professional Turner 

19th May Surrey Heath Show Club Demonstration 

 

Congratulations to Albert George. 
 
The Vic Burge trophy is awarded each year 
to a non-committee member whom has done 
a lot to help the club over the years, for 
example clearing up, putting chairs away etc. 
When the committee sat down last year to 
decide who should win the Vic Burge trophy 
for 2017 it was an easy decision to make. 
The trophy should go to Albert George for all 
the stirling work he has done for the club 
over the years, he has helped out on the 
door, with teas and coffee and numerous 
other things that were over and above. Many 
thanks from us all. 

 

 

TOP TIP’s and articles 
If you have a tip or article to share 
please email it to Colin Spain at the 
address shown in contacts at back 
of this newsletter. 
If a tip keep it short, and if we are 
happy with it, I will include it in one 
of the newsletters. 
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The club needs your help! 
Are there any qualified PAT testers in our membership that would be willing to assist the 
club, if so please contact anyone of the committee for further details. Thanks in advance. 
  

 

Yandles Show cancelled, trip off. 
 

We had a trip to Yandles Show organized for Saturday 14th April this included a visit to John 

Bradford Hardwoods at Ottery Saint Mary. Yandles have issued the following statement 

taken from their website: 

Due to recent adverse weather conditions, the fields we would normally use for 

parking are flooded.  Unfortunately, they are highly unlikely to dry out in time for the 

April Show; therefore the directors have made the difficult decision to cancel the 

upcoming Show due to take place on April 13th & 14th 2018 at Yandles. 

Please accept our sincere apologies for this inconvenience; we appreciate your 

continued support. 

  

 

John’s Jottings April 
 
We are just in to April so the council tax has to be paid and my insurances come up at the 
same time. 
                                                                                                                                                                              
Insurance seems to be one item that creeps up in cost every year, but can we do without it?  
 
I am prompted to this train of thought because one of our members has recently had a 
dramatic experience of fire and also the effect of water from the fire brigade. The member’s 
workshop was in a building at the end of the garden next to his neighbour’s hedge.    
Neighbour’s house catches fire, hedge catches fire, hedge burns like a fuse and catches 
workshop. I expect a lot of members rely on their household insurance policy to cover their 
woodturning activities.  
 
Please do have a rough count up as to how much money you have tied up in your workshop 
and in that pile of wood in the corner. Then have a look at your household policy. Have you 
actually told your insurer that the car now stands outside because you have converted the 
garage to a workshop? Have you updated the replacement value of the lathe, bandsaw and 
other kit you may have? If it is ten years since you bought your lathe, it may come as a shock 
what it would cost now to replace. 
                                                                                                                                                                   
Insurance is a very boring subject (a bit like sanding) but quite important (a bit like sanding) 
and hopefully will not be required. But if something happens that is completely beyond your 
control as with our member’s workshop, it will be nice to know you are safe rather than sorry. 

 
Your Chairman – John Sherwood 

 
Wise words John. 
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Practical night March 
 
It was surprising that the evening got off the ground at all as I had to change three of the 
demonstrators during the week before the event. All had very valid reasons. It is a good job 
that we have lots of very capable demonstrators in the club. 

 
Our really new demonstrator was Anna-
Marie who was showing how she turns 
jewellery items. Although this was the first 
time for Anna-Marie at a practical night and 
she confessed to having serious nerves 
before starting, she has had solo turning 
slots at the Axminster store Basingstoke at 
their invitation. There was always a good 
crowd around her lathe noting her delicacy 
of touch. 
 
 

 
 
 
Jim Gaines was again finishing some 
segmented items.  One very abstract design 
pattern came out looking like a piece of Clarice 
Cliff pottery. Jim makes this form of 
woodturning look so straightforward; I am 
deterred by the preparation required. 
 
 

 
Max Bennett was standing in at short notice 
for Mel Martin and surprisingly turned the 
same size pieces as Mel. Dolls house 
furniture is for those turners with good eyes 
and steady hands. I believe that this was the 
first practical night demo for Max who carried 
it off with aplomb. 

 
Arthur Martin was running a demonstration of 
how to hold various pieces of wood on the 
lathe other than in a conventional chuck. A 
really useful demo for the newer woodturner. 
Arthur had a few days notice to prepare but 
could not practice as his entire workshop and 
tools were packed away as he is reordering his 
workspace.  
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Denis Findlay had the call to arms on the 
Friday morning, thank you Denis for 
stepping in with a master class on goblet 
turning. 
 

 
Jennie was dispensing wisdom in the doctor’s 
corner on any subject that people wished to talk 
about. 
 
The theme for the main club competition was “something for Mothering Sunday”. Mick Pither 
joined Colin Spain to judge the entries this month. They were not overdone with entries. It 
would be good if we could have a few more entries in all of the skill levels. Entering the 
competition and having a critique by a judge is a good way of improving our skill levels.  
 
One of the busiest places was the table selling Alan Hazel’s surplus wood. Members had the 
benefit of some good dry wood at less than market price and now Alan has a bit more space 
at home. 
 
John Sherwood  

 
Buddy System input and comments from the AGM 
 
The “Buddy System” was identified by Mark Baker as a means to ensure new members are 
welcomed and fully integrated into the club. He had received comments about inclusion of 
new members at various events he had attended and felt one way to achieve a sustainable 
and supportive system was to have a buddy system. SAW recognises that woodturning is a 
solitary activity and believes the Buddy System can also encourage more dialogue between 
members.  
We have used GOOGLE MAP to identify where each signed up member lives and their 
contact details. Map access is password protected. To access the map go to the club web site 
and click on “About the Club” then click on the map. You will then be asked for password and 
sign in. David Stratton provided the 2018 sign in and password for club members who are paid 
up and have signed up to be on the map. 
The main purpose of the buddy system was for an area leader to welcome new members into 
the club by introducing them to the committee, the local mentor for that area, and other club 
members living in that area. The second was to provide a means to assist members who may 
have difficulty (health or transport problems) in going to club functions by organising a lift. 
Other activities that could be undertaken by a local group are- 

• Collecting wood for own and club use. (this sometimes requires more than one person 

to move and cut timber) 

• Collaborating in support of local charities by providing items for sale or demonstrating 

at fund raising events. 
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• Having local workshop sessions to support/ improve woodturning skills 

• Supporting local craft fairs, village fetes etc. 

• Collaboration on a group topic or providing assistance to a member   

• Undertake social events barbeques/ coffee or plain old “have a chat” sessions 

The various groups were identified by collecting people who lived within an approximate 5- 6 
mile circle. The table below shows the 14 areas, the leaders and mentors who have kindly 
volunteered to support the Buddy System/ Mentor programme. An “X” means we do not have 
a coordinator/ mentor or local committee member for that area..Please let Mike Spaven know 
if you are willing to become a coordinator for the area where we have no volunteer 
coordinators or mentors. 
 

Area  Leader Committee 
Sponsor 

Mentor 

A  Aldershot/ Ash X John Sherwood John Sherwood 

B Alton X X X 

C Bagshot/ Lightwater X Robert Grant Dennis Findley 

D Camberley Frimley Paul Sternberg Colin Spain Arthur Martin 

E Farnborough South Jim Gaines David Stratton Douglas Boud  

F Farnham John Trillwood X Mathew Corbishley 

G Fleet  Phil Mitton X X 

H Godalming Elstead John Mathisen Richard Davies Richard Davies 

I Guildford X John Creasey X 

J North London Paul Raubusch X X 

K West London Julia Hammond Colin Rowe X 

L Sandhurst Sid Dodd David Stratton Colin Spain 

M Weybridge/ Byfleet X Bernie Walker Jennie Starbuck 

N Woking David Bright Mike Spaven Mike Spaven 

 
Comments from survey sheets 
The most pleasing aspect of the survey is that the members are generally content with the 
current format of professional and club turners. One comment that concerned several club 
members was the chatter from the back of the hall during demonstrations. We recognise that 
the club night is one of the few opportunities for some club members to catch up with each 
other and they may not be aware of the distracting nature of the chatter. We will have a quiet 
word on this issue.  
The committee will review the comments in full in March and provide feedback to the club 
members via the next newsletter. 
 
 
 

August Club Competition 
 

The theme for the August competition is to be about the 100 year anniversary of the WW1 

Armistice. This will match the Worshipful company competition criteria and our own Table-

top competition on our Open Day. More details will follow, this is just to whet your appetite 

and to get you thinking. 
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Axminster - All ahead for 2018 
 
Another year, another round of outside demonstrations. Kicking off the season, again, is the 
now regular demonstration at Axminster Tools, Basingstoke Store.  
The First Sunday of each even month will see a team of club members holding court in the 
stores Workshop Area. February’s event saw David Stratton and Mike Spaven, getting the 
show on the road, with demonstrations and advice for any interested shoppers.  
Inspired by Derek Horner’s article in the Winter edition of Woodturning (Page 85) Mike 
decided to produce his twist on a Leaf-shaped Bowl. Pre-event preparation not only included 
the selection of a suitable piece of Oak but also a short walk to find a suitably shaped leaf to 
provide the template for the final shape.  This project afforded Mike the opportunity to show 
first hand, well more like a knuckle actually, the need for great care when turning odd shaped 
objects. However, no serious damage to man or material and the finished product graced the 
February Show and Tell table.  

For his part David spent most of the day whittling 
away at a substantial blank of Meranti, which he 
never fancied turning into a bowl anyway, and 
demonstrating the usage and effects of a variety 
of Texturing Tools. Not, perhaps the first choice 
of timber to display the true potential of the tools 
but it afforded an economical opportunity to 
compare, and contrast, the effects of the various 
tools. 
Several 
members of the 
public stopped 
to engage with 
one of both of 
our 
demonstrators 

and seek both general and specific advice on a number of 
issues. Again, both turners were grateful to the handful of 
Club members who popped in to provide moral, and verbal, 
support during the day. Or was it just the free coffee. 
Next up at Axminster will be Colin Spain and Richard Davis 
on Sunday 8th April this is a week later than usual due to an 
early Easter. Make a note in your diary to pop along and give 
them your moral support, get your free coffee and a discount 
on your purchases.  
 

David Stratton 
 

Useful Links 
 

The AWGB is the only national organisation for woodturners. S.A.W. has been an Associate 
member since 2012. On their website https://www.awgb.co.uk/  there is an awful lot of 
information such as details of other clubs, demonstrators, safety, courses, gallery of work, 
links to other turners websites, links to their Revolutions magazine, and so much more. 
 
  

 

https://www.awgb.co.uk/
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Work Shop Day 18th February  
 

We were set up and ready to go well before the 10AM scheduled start for once there had 
been no hitches with access to the centre. We also had two of our new members attending 
Richard Teasdale and James Martin they both have previous experience of working with wood 
but not so much with turning so they were soaking up as much information as they could get. 
 

There had been some specific requests for thread chasing, reverse chucking, pen making, 
and also for crack filling techniques.  
Our tutors were Me Colin Spain, Richard Davies, Mike Spaven, Colin Rowe and David 
Stratton.  
 

I handled the thread chasing showing Anna-Marie Bennett and David Bright the process. We 
didn’t achieve a finished item but that was not the aim, what we did do was some very 
passable male and female threads. It is practice, practice and more practice that achieves 
results. Anna-Marie has said she would like to maybe teach someone else what she has 
learnt thereby instilling it into her brain; we will see what we can do. David Bright also brought 
with him his own thread chasing tool that does both male and female threads, I have to say I 
found it harder than the individual chasers, but that may be just me and what I’m used to. 
 

These days do not always go the way you wish, Richard was using Anna-Marie’s lathe which 
is an Axminster and he had agreed to help Colin Stone with pen turning. I supplied the 
mandrel and what was needed including 2 morse taper 2MT to 1MT converters as my kit is 1 
MT but these would not fit into the Axminster lathe as they were too long. I shall have to talk to 
Axminster about this. So was not terribly successful, sorry Richard/Colin Stone. Despite this 
we all learnt something and had a good time doing it. 
 

Hi Colin and Mike, 
 

I just wanted to say a big thank you for the effort and time you spent at the workshop 
yesterday.  It was brilliant as far as I was concerned.  Although I had only intended doing the 
reverse chucking, Mike’s talk and discussion on cracks and filling was brilliant and inspiring.  
My time on the lathe was great too helping select the right jaws for reverse chucking, 
improving my gouge technique and grind patterns as well as the best sequence to go through 
for reverse chucking.  Today I managed to finish off the piece I started yesterday and it ended 

up with a nice clean finished base. I also turned the other piece of holly in the same way – and 
filled the existing cracks with brass powder as discussed with Mike. I turned a piece of wet 
rhododendron a few weeks back and it split so I used the crack filling techniques to mend it 
with turquoise – something I’ve been meaning to try for ages. I’ve enclosed a few pictures of 
the completed pieces – many thanks again to both of you. 
 

Cheers Duncan 
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Mike Spaven gave a short talk on crack filling and brought along some of his achievements he 
has kindly written up some notes on the subject and is at the end of this article. 
By Colin Spain 
 

Notes for filling cracks, including with resin 

 

1) Preparing cracks: Clear larger cracks with a dental pick/ Dremel. Coat base with 
sanding sealer/ finishing to prevent super glue from staining the wood too deeply. 

 

2) Build up a stock of different sets of wood saw dust to use same wood and contrasting 
wood dust/ sawdust. 

 

3) Small cracks:  
a) Use saw dust and superglue, drip thin glue into the crack then rub in sawdust. You 
can also use abrasive to sand in glue but don’t get stuck to the sand paper.  
b) Fill with contrasting dust and drip on superglue preferably just proud of the surface. 
c) Fill with metal powder and drip on super glue top up while glue is wet. 

 

4) Larger cracks:  
a) Push shavings into the crack and drip in super glue then top up with dust or metal. 
b) Use Araldite and fill crack add shavings. Araldite can be coloured with Chestnut 

spirit stain but takes longer to set more hardener may be needed 
5) Larger inclusions: Need resin, I use Tiranti casting polyester resin.  

a) You will need to build dams to retain the resin.  
b) The dam (paper thin card etc) can be glued in place with PVA glue but MUST be 
allowed to set, Araldite also works, but again the glue must set.  
c) Gaffer tape and Masking tape do not work the resin dissolves the glue.  
d) For small quantities double or triple the amount of hardener.  
e) The thinking about the dams is the most important.  
f) Tiranti has a short video on mixing and using resin. 
   Link:  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC47nN3WTtNeWCPii8nWdc1w 
g) Colouring resin with appropriate colours requires double or even triple hardener/ 
catalyst. 

6) When sanding after filling cracks inclusions I use Abranet with the lathe at slow speed. 
Too fast and the resin melts and clogs abrasive. 
 

On the large Mazer (A hardwood drinking bowl) I 
made dams using layers of paper like a piñata and 
PVA to build up internal and external moulds using 
the turned surface. These were then removed and 
glued around the hole. 
You will need to think about how the resin is poured 
into the moulds/ dams 

 
By Mike Spaven 
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Princes Mead Shopping Centre 24th February 2018 

 

My first time of organising this event since Paul Nesbitt 
moved down South and not only that but a new site 
contact to deal with so we helped each other. Thankfully 
last year I had been the person in charge but had not 
organised it, which had then been done by Paul. 
Barring table covers everything I had asked for had 
been supplied, the lack of covers was contributed to 
there being so many other things going on they had run 
out. Luckily we had packed our own just in case. 
 
 
Turning was:  Max, Mike and Anna-Marie Bennett, Rodney Goodship, and Jim Gaines. 

 

Selling were: Colin Spain (me), Phil Wolsoncroft, John Creasey, Douglas Boud, Rodney           
   Goodship, Jim Gaines and Max, Mike and Anna-Marie Bennett. 
 

Stewards were:   Douglas Boud, Colin Spain, John Creasey and Phil Wolsoncroft. 
 

There was a great deal of interest in the club and I 
lost count at the number of application forms that 
were taken. Selling wise I had better days but on 
the whole we did well with nearly £40 being 
handed over to our Treasurer. All in all the day 
went off without a hitch and we all had a good time. 
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SAW Name Badges 
 

By now all members should have received and, I hope, are wearing their new Lanyards and 
Name Badges. 
 

In the past it was the Clubs practice to issue a Membership Card each year but only issue 
Name Badges to new members and to those who request a replacement. This practice gave 
rise to a vast arrange of alternative Name Badges being worn by members, as many sought 
their own means of replacing the Club issued ones, as they became worn out or lost. 
 

Many, myself included, adopted the habit of using the annual Membership Card as their Name 
Badge. This Membership Card is more specifically designed to be carried in your 
wallet/purses, to let you easily identify upcoming events and, most importantly, to enable you 
to show yourself a current member of the club when seeking a discount from Axminster Tools 
stores. 
 

In 2017 the Committee undertook a review of these practices and took the decision to seek to 
standardise the design of Name Badges, release the Membership Card for its primary purpose 
and, whilst doing so, incorporate a number of new features. 
First, and most immediately noticeable, is the new Club Lanyard, incorporating the Club name, 
to which is attached the Name Badge Holder. 
 

The Name Badge, which will now be renewed annually, will in future not only show the Club 
and Member’s name but will also show the Club year, indicating that their membership is up to 
date. Also added are that all important Membership number and a very new feature the Buddy 
Group Code. 
 

As you look around at Club Nights one of the most noticeable features, apart from the 
beautiful lanyard, is that different Members have their badges printed on different coloured 
paper. No, we didn’t get a job lot of coloured paper and use it haphazardly. It was decided 
that, given the size of the club, it now seems appropriate to identify the level of association of 
different members. 
 

As you look around you will be able to identify these respective groups: 
• Red Committee Members 

• Yellow Members with 21 or more years membership 

• Green 16 – 20 years 

• Blue 11 – 15 years 

• Orange 6 – 10 Years 

• White  0 – 5 years 

These colours are not, necessarily, indicative of an individual’s level of ability or current 
activity status. Many longstanding members have stayed with the Club for the social elements 
and do little turning currently. Conversely there are many members still wearing White and 
Orange badges who are extremely capable and active turners. 
 

We hope, however, that it will help you identify other where advice might be sought, or 
common problems discussed. 
 

I mentioned above that the new Name Badges also include the Buddy Code. At the last AGM 
we had a very productive breakout session based around the recently established Buddy 
Groups. As a Club we hope to develop this aspect of our activity and feel that the inclusion of 
the code on a Member’s Name Badge will facilitate greater collaboration between the 
members of each group. 
 
David Stratton 
For the Committee 
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Steve Giles Demonstration February 2018 
 

Steve has been turning for over 17 years and became a 
full time turner in 2008. He is now a registered 
professional turner and a member of the AWGB. Steve 
prefers to work with local timber from sustainable 
sources and produces a wide range of treen as well as 
intricate decorative objects. He did comment that we as 
hobby turners have the same tools and equipment only 
many of his are larger. Just look at the sculptural piece to  

 
see this comment in action. 
Steve planned to take us through 2 
projects namely a tea light candle 
holder with metal candle tray and a 
turned flask. 
 
 
 

Tea Light Holder  
Although we have previously seen a demonstration of metal spinning, what followed was to 
build up an understanding of the steps to be followed as well as comments on the pitfalls. As 
always safety is paramount.  Steve mentioned with the disc of metal trapped there is always a 
risk of the disc coming loose and flying like a ninja killing disc so always stand to one side and 
wear appropriate safety protective equipment. The second is the heat generated in the 
deforming process and thirdly sharp edges from the disc itself.   
Steve starts by making a former from either Maple or Sycamore (or other smooth hard 
woods). This is fitted in the head stack.  For this project, the former is designed to match the 
diameter and depth of the tea light and the desired shape of the rim. The second former is 
essentially a flat wood tenon with a hole to fit the outside diameter of a small live centre. (A 
larger standard live centre could be used 
providing the wood is tapered down to the 
desired end diameter) After removing the 
plastic protective cover, a 75 mm disc of 
0.9mm aluminium was centred between the 
formers and trapped by moving up the 
tailstock. At first the disc would not centre 
but this was cured by slightly roughing the 
two faces of the former. 
The lath was spun up to a speed that keeps 
the disc centred. On the club lathe this was 
450rpm but ideally it should be around 500 
to 800 rpm. The disc was lubricated with his 
home made mixture of Tallow (rendered hard beef/ mutton fat) and beeswax the lubrication is 
needed to reduce the risk of work hardening and in the case of aluminium preventing 
granulation of the surface. The other tools needed are a special tool rest (T rest) and a 
wooden back pressure tool made from 3/8th timber with ends chamfered at 30 degrees.  The 
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forming tool used by Steve is no longer available 
but others can be found at the Metal Spinning 
Workshop or handmade. 
Steve lubricated the disc then placed the 
chamfered wood on the head stock side of the 
disc and used the forming tool trapped by the T 
post rest. By moving the deforming tool backwards 
and forwards, the metal was deformed to the 
shape of the former. Moving backwards and 
forwards reduces the risk of over thinning the 
metal. The tea light holder edges were then trued 
using an old standard grind bowl gouge with the 
advice that the gouge should be gripped on the 
sides to allow swarf to move along the channel. 
Steve then used one of the wood pieces to bring 

the flat surface round towards the base by a couple of 
mm. The edges were softened with abrasive.   
 

Steve’s method differs from a previous demonstration in 
that the wooden stick was used to provide back pressure 
on the disc whereas before the tool was anchored using 
the left hand 
Other advice from Steve included how he anneals 
copper and brass. Steve used a camping gas stove to 
heat the discs to cherry red and then cooled copper in 

water. Brass should be air cooled. The annealing may have to be carried out 2 or 3 times as 
the materials work harden through spinning. 
This should be done away from the workshop and any risk of igniting wood shavings or other 
flammable material. 
Steve then moved on to turning the wooden Tea 
light holder. As the intention was to use a liming 
wax finish or gilding wax finish, Steve chose an 
ash blank as this wood has a porous open 
grain. Alternatives are Oak, sweet chestnut or 
Acacia. He fixed the blank to a screw chuck, 
and shaped the underside leaving a tenon, he 
shear scraped the final cut surface to remove 

any tool marks and undulations.  Normally Steve would sand 
this down to 240/ 320 grit. After turning the underside Steve 
used a pair of callipers to mark the diameter of the hole 
required for the tea light holder. Time and again he flagged 
the need to ensure only 1 point of the clippers (preferably 
the point nearest the turner) touched the wood to avoid a 
catch. Once the hole was dimensioned, he removed wood to 
depth with a parting tool and bowl gouge again the 
requirement to measure depth with the lathe switched off. 
When satisfied Steve shaped the top of the holder laving a 
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small flat rim that he insert was to sit on.  
Again the process to staining and sanding was the 
same. Finish to a high standard with abrasives 
remembering that any sanding marks will be amplified 
by the stain but do not over sand to ensure the grain 
pattern is left. Steve applied the red spirit stain using 
kitchen tissue and warned against the risks associated 
with using cloth and catches around the work pulling 

the hand into the lathe. After the stain had 
dried Steve used a bronze brush to open up 
the grain. The liming or gilding wax is applied 
heavily to the stained surface and left to dry 
for 10 to 15 minutes. Excess wax is removed 
with kitchen towel. If it has dried too hard to 
remove or too much remains on the surface, 
the remainder can be removed with finishing 
oil or Woodwax 22 the solvent softens the 
gilding / liming wax.  
If the finish after liming or staining is not good 
enough, the finish can be removed by 
sanding or re-cutting the surface but 
remember to use the same colour spirit stain. 
As Steve said he can guarantee any 2 or 3 
colours will always be Brown! 
 
Steve’s final comment was using nitryl gloves 
with spirit stains and oils/latex and vinyl gloves just dissolve, they are as much use as an 
ashtray on a motorbike. 

 
Turning the flask 
Steve had prepared a blank from 54mm by 
approximately 130 mm sycamore and about 240/ 300 
mm long. After identifying the centre lines he drew a 
circle on both wide faces and parallel lines 27 mm on 
each side of the centre line on the wide face. The centre 
of the flask circle was marked on both wide face and a 
hole for a screw chuck was drilled on 1 face. The circle 
and 2 arms were cut out on a band saw to approximate 
shape. Steve noted that if there was some trepidation in 
turning the bowl of the flask, then an accurate mark up 
and band saw cutting could be used. Steve then 
mounted the flask between centres and turned the 2 
wings to round and turned a spigot on what would be the 

foot end of the flask. Ensure that the centres on the 2 
wings are marked for future reference. The flask was 
then remounted in a chuck centred again on the centre 
point. The tail stock end of the flask neck was trimmed 
back to around 30 mm and a 20mm hole was drill down 
through the flask neck to around the centre of the 
round section with a saw toothed Forstner bit. The neck 
was reshaped to final shape and a small recess was 
made in the top of the neck using a parting tool. Wood 
chippings were removed frequently to prevent the drill 
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being permanently locked into flask 
Steve talked through the marking process for hollowing 
the flask. Prior to hollowing Steve had prepared 2 
cheeks of brown oak burr about 8mm thick and 100mm 
– this needs to have been thought through as part of 
your overall design along with profile ( square or profiled 
see photo of finished examples at the end). Steve 
marked a recess for chucking that would also be applied 
to the tenon chuck holder on the burr cheeks. This 
recess was cut with a parting tool to around 6 mm thick 
and given a dove tail profile to fit the jaws. 
 
After the recess had been cut and depth noted the flask 
was removed from the screw chuck and remounted in the chuck jaws. Steven noted that when 
re-chucking, turn the speed down before starting up the lathe and increase speed. Because 
the neck end had been reduced, the flask would be out of balance and some vibration could 
be expected. Steve cut 3 recess in the flask body the first being 6 mm deep to take the cheek 
burrs and the second around  5 mm less than the first recess  and a third  again 5 mm less 
than the second recess to take the narrow part of the sealing plug  and to form the hollowing 
entry. This hole was cut to depth allowing about 5 to 6 mm thickness at the back side of the 
flask to avoid hitting the chuck jaws. Steve’s tool of choice for hollowing was the small Kelton  

 
Swan necked hollowing tool. This is essentially a scraping tool with cutting edges made from 
Stellite steel. Note the process for fitting the plug can be eliminated if the flask is to be purely 
decorative, the cheeks just fit into the large recess. The hollowing hole can also be larger.  
The tool rest was set up to hollow just above centre and set back from the edge of the flask to 
ensure the curved neck of the tool extends beyond the edge of the tool rest. The belly of the 
flask was hollowed to give ca 5 to 6 mm wall thickness and 10 mm at the hollowing hole side. 
At this stage any internal sanding should be done but do not stick your fingers into the hole! 
Sanding the flask exterior can be hand sanded but if sanding with the lathe running Steve 
recommended using a long strip of abrasive held lightly between fingers NOT ROUND 
FINGERS this sands the trailing edge . If the lathe has reversing capability repeat the process 
to finish the leading edge. The chuck should either be locked in place or the flask trapped 

between centres, 
Steven the mounted a 
cube of sycamore 
cross grain to form a 
plug and was initially 
turned to the diameter 
of the outer recess. 
Using a parting tool, 
the wood was 
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trimmed back to the diameter of the inner hole and then parted off. This should be a good fit to 
the inner hole and clear to the outer hole. Sufficient depth should remain to fit the tenon on the 
burr cheeks so that the cheeks fit flush and cover the hole. 

At this stage the sycamore insert would be glued into place 
with appropriate glue to the end use. Steve would normally 
liquid proof the inside with Rustins Plastic cote. This is a 2 
part product at this 
stage. 
The burr cheeks are 
now trimmed to fit the 
recesses and finished.   
The top cap for the flask 
is designed around a 
silicon sealing plug with 
a 12 mm bore. A length 
of brown oak burr was 
mounted in the chuck 
(could also be between 
centres and a 12 mm 
spigot was turned to fit 
the length and diameter 
of the silicon plug. After 
turning the inner end of 

the cap, the piece was remounted and turned to shape.    

 
 
Steve explained at the start of the 
demonstration that he would be taking 
us through the steps to complete each 
of the component parts and that he 
would not be sanding or taking time to 
accurately shape the various items to 
ensure the demonstration could be 
completed within the allotted time. 

 
Mike Spaven 

 
My New Work Shop - Part 2 by Paul Nesbitt 
 
Since the last update I had to do some interior jobs so the workshop took second best for a 
while. I was offered some help from the Bennett family which I gratefully accepted. So now I 
had to plan the work with. Number 0ne job was to order in the timber for the frame and the 
squared rebar sheets to reinforce the base. I needed to clear the area where the base was 
going to be of a paved footpath (these are going to re-used at the side of the workshop) and 
the large shingle that covers our rear garden (low maintenance I have been told). This was 
also required for re-use at the front of the bungalow. 
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The delivery was arranged for the Thursday and it arrived on time. Sylvia helped me get it to 
the rear garden and ready for use. 
 
My helpers arrived on the Friday evening, Mike, Anna-Marie and son Mathew. It was dark 
when they arrived and they were in need of food. We allowed them to have a good night’s 
sleep before showing them what was to be done. 
 
Saturday morning and a hearty cooked breakfast they were ready to look at the work. Mike 
started to remove the paving slabs all in one piece. Anna and Mathew raked in the shingle and 
shovelled it all into big bags then Mike wheeled it round to the front. The area was cleared 
much quicker than I thought it would be, they say many hands make light work. It was tea and 
coffee break time. Things were moving quickly. 
 
Now for the timber frame. I had bought in 6” X 2” timber (that’s 150mm X 50mm for you 
metrified people). I had decided to make the base a little wider so that I had some walking 
space for maintenance at the back. So actual base size was 3.6 X 5 metres. We laid the back 
timber and levelled it, then the front and finally the end board. All screwed together and now 
time for the wooden pegs to keep it in place. Mike knocked these into place.  
Anna and Mathew started to fill the base with hardcore (which came from the wall that Alfie 
knocked down) while Mike and I did the screwing and fixing. 
 
We got to the stage where we were ready for the 
rebar sheets which had to be cut shorter and 
then realised, where is my angle grinder? Packed 
away. Well when I packed up the workshop I 
made an inventory of what went into each box 
and numbered each box. So, found the 
appropriate note book looked through the pages 
until I found angle grinder and bingo, we needed 
to open box number 6. Now to find the box. This 
was easier than I thought amongst the mess. 
Grinder retrieved. Now I should add that there 
are over 30 boxes all numbered plus all of the 
boxes that the packers put my timber in, they just 
say WOOD and there are a lot of them.  
 
Changed the disc to a metal cutter and proceeded to cut a small section off the end of the 
frames, (3 of these to do). All cut and laid into place and Anna with Mathew’s help continued 
to throw in more hard core, the smaller bits now and all of the big bits were broken into smaller 
bits which Mathew enjoyed. 
Now we were really speeding on here and it is now time for lunch. Sandwiches and a cold 
platter. 
 
Well I had only planned to get this far and we had time left on our hands, brain into action 
can’t waste these hardworking volunteers. I know let’s try to get some order in the portable 
garage. 
 
Now in order to do these we had to take everything out and then start again. When I say 
everything, we did leave the heavy WOOD boxes in down the left side. We were able to stand 
up my racking clamp it together to make it stable and put my two metal cabinets the right way 
up.  
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It was beginning to get dark now and we 
needed to get things back under cover and said 
we would continue this on Sunday. 
So, I gave them the evening off and we all had 
a lovely dinner and relaxing evening. Sunday 
morning and another hearty cooked breakfast 
they were ready to continue outside. 
We then started to put things back in some 
order. All of my numbered workshop boxes 
were put on the right; the cabinets were packed 
out with smaller items. And we filled the 
shelves with timber blanks and managed to 
empty 6 boxes. Now I can walk down either 
side and get to things. 
 
Tea and coffee time again while I think of something else to do. 
 
Our front driveway is quite narrow and once the car is in you cannot get out of the car on both 
sides. There are bushes in the way. So, I thought why don’t we remove the bushes and put all 
of that shingle down then we can both get out of the car each side. 
 
Mike, Anna and Mathew were up for this and got stuck in and 
the bushes and roots were out in no time. At this time, I said 
that’s enough for this weekend it’s time for a rest and then 
Sunday roast dinner. So many thanks to the family for their 
help and I have now booked them for a couple of weekend’s 
time. 
I booked the Mix on Site cement lorry for two weekends time 
so that I got an early slot first thing Saturday morning. 
Phoned my son Robert and booked him and his partner, He’s 
the expert in these matters. The Bennett’s are booked and I 
have my Brother in law coming also. 
 
In the two weeks wait I have household chores. Fitted an extra base unit and worktop in the 
kitchen. The next job was to put some more insulation in the loft and lay a floor. This is a long 
job because of the area size and all the bending. Laying 4” X 2” beams across the existing 
beams and fixing them down then laying the insulation in between. Laying flooring panels as I 
go. Also fitting in a new loft ladder whilst I am straightening my back from all of the bending. 
  
Whilst at the club for the December meeting my Son and his partner arrived at my home. I 
confirmed arrangements with the Bennett family on their arrival for the next day at 7am for a 
cooked breakfast, and then I drove home. Saturday morning everybody was out of bed on 
time and the Bennett’s arrived on time and we all sat down to a hearty breakfast. That done a 
little bit of work outside in preparation and the cement mixer arrived bang on time 8am. I 
remember the day when a mix on site lorry had a pile of 
gravel, bags of cement and a petrol driven mixer on the end 
and the driver had a shovel. Well times have changed. The 
gravel travels along a conveyor on each side of a large tube 
which the cement arrives in. These drop down into the mixer 
where the water is added and then mixed in the chute before 
it slides out at the end and into a waiting wheelbarrow. This 
is done in seconds. We had four barrows running back and 
forth, keeping my son busy with floating the cement. Here 
you can see him up to his ankles. This is about a third of the 
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way and things moved well for the rest of it. We had it all laid by 9am. 
Cement mixer left after clearing up at 9.30am. How quick was that. My 
son then started to float the floor with what I can only describe as a 
massive snow board on a very long pole. Low and behold a smooth 
floor is created. Because it was a damp day he had to repeat this 
process a few times to remove the excess water. We covered the 
base with several lengths of timber and spread a tarpaulin over it to 
protect it from the weather.  
 
We were lucky for the next two days as it rained and there was no 
ground frost so the base dried well. With one exception, the cat from 
next door decided to have an inspection and signed it off with her paw 
prints. 
 
That was the second Saturday of December and 
that is the end of any work until sometime in the 
New Year.  
 
Get ready for part three. 
 
Paul 
 
 
 

 
 


